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B&B Italia Awards

 Founded in Chicago in 1950 by Eero Saarinen 
and Charles and Ray Eames, GOOD DESIGN® 
remains the oldest and the world’s most recognized 
program for design excellence worldwide.

2022 GOOD 
DESIGN® Award

The Allure O' table by Monica Armani 
won the 2022 GOOD DESIGN® Award



 The organic curves of this 3D 
printed building by T.ZED architects 
conceal an interior where a minimalist 
material palette converses with the 
outside landscape. Inside, technical 
lighting accentuates the textures and 
subtle architectural elements, while 
fixtures including Super Line and 
Vincent Van Duysen’s Infra-Structure 
help strategically illuminate the spaces.

Dubai Future 
Foundation HQ

Flos
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Special Project



 When appointed to renovate the space for 
international delegations to the Dubai Future 
Foundation, T.ZED Architects wanted to pay 
homage to the original fabrication as the first 3D 
printed building in Dubai. Internally, this meant 
using subtle, diffused light to highlight the space. 

 Flexibility was paramount within this project 
as each structure needed to serve multiple purposes. 
This required a careful selection of lighting solutions 
that would fit the flow of rooms.Micro Running 
Magnet flows along the walls to complement the 
vertical surfaces. Occasionally spotlights can be 
directed to highlight different details and objects. 

Flos Special Project
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Perched high on a hill overlooking 
Medellin, Casa JL is a spectacular, 
sculptural residence with bespoke 
Flos lighting solutions that let the 

architecture do the talking.

Casa JL, Medellin

Ph. Nick Wiesner and Anna Dave
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Flos Special Project



 High atop a hill overlooking Medellin, Casa JL 
is a striking composition of light volumes enlivened 
by wooden panelling and sculptural approach. 
Framing stunning views, the architecture is enriched 
by light – by day, a sequence of lights and shadows; 
by night, its stark are complemented by the skilled 
placing of Flos’ solutions.

 Weaving its way through the house with an 
almost invisible presence in the daytime, Micro 
Running Magnet is the perfect lighting solution to 
ensure the space and the view always take centre stage. 

Ph. Nick Wiesner and Anna Dave

Ph. Nick Wiesner and Anna Dave
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Flos Special Project



A Wild World

 Lights populate an otherworldly environment, 
where architecture coexists with nature and 
animals run the place. A contemporary temple 
emerging from a desert oasis, indoors and outdoors 
merge in our fantasy house, which becomes 
the backdrop to Flos’ illuminating products, 
illustrating the versatility of decorative, outdoor 
and architectural solutions.
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Flos Special Project



 For outdoor lighting, the Pointbreak product 
range created by Piero Lissoni has been chosen.  
A range of outdoor products with high visual 
comfort and professional light distribution.

 In a kitchen or in a dining room, the Almendra 
lamp created by Spanish designer Patricia Urquiola. 
Almendra is a modular lighting system with shapes 
and colours reminiscent of the almond tree from 
which it take its name.

 Integrated into the architecture 
and in nature

 Almendra, the new meaning of 
natural light
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Flos Special Project
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B&B Italia Special Project

2023 B&B Italia 
Outdoor Advertising 

Campaign

B&B Italia unveils the new 2023 Outdoor 
advertising campaign that brings Piero Lissoni’s 

Nooch modular seating system to the stage, 
one of B&B Italia’s brand-new proposals for 

2023 outdoor collection.
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Dedication to exceptional light quality,
craftsmanship and design. That’s what makeseach 
lamp from Louis Poulsen unique. In spring 2023, 
Louis Poulsen celebrate their legacy by presenting 

a handpicked selection of its finest icons, along 
with three stunning additions, both to those who 

know the timeless design pieces, and to those 
who have yet to discover them.

(Re)Discover 
Icons

Special ProjectLouis Poulsen



Special ProjectLouis Poulsen

 This campaign celebrates existing and new 
iconic Louis Poulsen products to boost awareness 
and interest and in turn drive sales and traffic – both
in store and online. Consumers worldwide primarily 
demand Louis Poulsen’s classic and heritage 
products, as such we have selected some iconic 
products to focus on throughout the campaign.

 The primary campaign line is used across both 
existing icons and new products.
It invites the audience to see and engage with the 
products in a new way. It helps to address not 
only those who are familiar with Louis Poulsen 
products, but also those who may not have any prior 
knowledge.

 Louis Poulsen is proud to talk about that. 
They’re timeless pieces of design, that are beautiful 
in every home, and this campaign celebrates that.

WATCH THE VIDEO
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The Business of Home podcast

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZNyILmL12s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZNyILmL12s


 We invite you to enjoy the podcast “Can Design 
Holding become the LVMH of home”, published 
on our website.
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Desing Holding Special Project

 Design Holding is thrilled to 
announce that we are on the air with the 
Business of Home podcast in which our 
CEO Daniel Lalonde talks about Design 
Holding's strateg y, the benefits of being 
a multi-brand Group and many other 
interesting topics.

Daniel Lalonde 
podcast on The 
Business of Home

https://www.designholding.com/boh_podcast_Daniel_Lalonde.html
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Louis Poulsen Products

 Ærø is one of Denmark’s beautiful islands and 
it is known for its cosy atmosphere and historic 
townhouses. Therefore, when renovating the street 
lighting, many considerations have been made to 
preserve this unique atmosphere and we are proud 
that LP Xperi was chosen as the best luminaire for 
this site. The dialogue with Ærø Municipality has 
been a pleasure and we are thrilled to say that more 
Louis Poulsen luminaires will be landing on this 
pearl of an island in the coming months.

Louis Poulsen x 
Ærø, Denmark 

 Louis Poulsen and the Danish 
Island ‘Ærø’ have initiated an exciting 
collaboration with long-term solutions 
as the cornerstone.
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Louis Poulsen Products

 In Ærøskøbing the old gas post tops have lit 
up since 1874 and the task here was to maintain 
the light as “discrete lighthouses”. “I’m convinced 
that the outcome of this process is something 
everyone will be satisfied with - that it will fulfil our 
expectations and the tradition we have in this city 
valuing the soft light”, says Birger Krisentensen from 
the Preservations Committee, Ærøskøbing.

WATCH THE VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cX-Puhgq-RA, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EIbzfpR-C3Y&t=5s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cX-Puhgq-RA, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EIbzfpR-C3Y&t=5s


© Elisabeth Heier

 The Merkur chair, created for the historic Oslo 
Stock Exchange and named for its symbolic figure, 
populates an updated, central stock exchange and 
joins the MENU collection with design by Skogstad 
& Wærnes.

Merkur Dining 
Chair for MENU by 
Skogstad & Værnes
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ProductsMenu, by Lassen



“We wanted the chair to be 
a kind of tribute to the historic 

chairs within  the building” 

says Wærnes
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 Old fiddle back chairs from historic 
photographs of the Oslo Stock Exchange were a 
key reference in the design process. Playing with 
this inspiration allowed the design to take shape as 
a historical link to the Oslo Stock Exchange with 
modern soul. Petter Skogstad and Fredrik Wærnes 
wanted this chair to be both specific to the site 
while also possessing the power to fit other contexts. 
They pursued a design that could move beyond its 
intended space into private homes, businesses and 
cultural sites internationally.

© Elisabeth Heier

ProductsMenu, by Lassen
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Flos Store

New Flos Design 
Space, Verona

 The first Flos Design Space in 
Verona has been installed last month 
in Corso Milano, Verona.
It is a 15 sqm FDS with main window 
facing one of the most famous and 
crowded shopping venues in Verona. 
This marks the 60th FDS since the 
launch of the programm.
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Flos Store

Dedicated Press Days on 22nd-23rd February at 
Flos Professional Space in Milano in order to relight 

the reflectors on Skynest and Luce Orizzontale 
before Euroluce. 

Visit the new Luce
Orizzontale

at Flos Professional 
Space, Milan
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StoreB&B Italia

B&B Italia has just opened its 
first shop-in-shop in Shinsegae 

Gangnam Department Store in Seoul, 
Korea in collaboration with its partner 

Infini. This is the first B&B Italia 
shop-in-shop launched in Korea 

featuring the New Retail Identity 
designed by Piero Lissoni, B&B Italia’s 

Artistic Director.

B&B Italia opens 
in Seoul, Korea



We welcome the newest Louis Poulsen 
Mono Brand Store in Taichung, 

Taiwan. Located within Sky Green 
Residential & Retail Tower 

by WOHA Architects the new 
Louis Poulsen Brand Store by JYT 

Design spans across 2 floors and 
100sqm and provides an amazing 

retail experience.

New Mono Brand 
Store in Taiwan
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StoreLouis Poulsen
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 We already have a beautiful Louis Poulsen 
Mono Brand Store in Taipei and we’re excited to 
add the second one in Taichung, Taiwan. 

StoreLouis Poulsen
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 Arclinea presents a new image and 
display area, with the latest additions to 
the Collection designed and coordinated 
by Antonio Citterio, in its Flagship Store 
in Rue de Grenelle, inside “Beaupassage”, 
the prestigious retail and residential 
courtyard in Paris.

Arclinea in Paris, 
the new image

StoreArclinea
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StoreArclinea

 Conceived as a centre for the design and sales 
of top-end kitchens, the 365 mq Store on two levels 
is a privileged place of encounter for clients and 
professionals, as well as a somewhere that will 
spread a new culture of food thanks to dedicated 
events in the future. 

 Among the new finishes and kitchen layouts, 
the Convivium kitchen island stands out in the shop 
window, featuring doors with grooved handle in 
black PVD and marble worktop. 

 In the centre of the showroom, the combination 
of Lignum et Lapis + Italia marks an iconic 
composition while Thea kitchen welcomes the 
visitors in the final part of the store. 



 On March 9, 2023, FENDI Casa will make its 
début in Latin America with a mono brand store in 
vibrant and cosmopolitan Mexico City. Covering 
650 square metres on three floors, the new store, 
opened in partnership with the Falic Group, will 
open at 454 Avenida Masaryk, an exclusive shopping 
street in Polanco, one of the most elegant and avant-
garde districts in the capital.

 As noted by Alberto Da Passano, CEO of FF 
Design, FENDI Casa’s goal «is to create a network 
of mono brand stores in the world's most significant 
cities. North America is a key market for the 
FENDI universe, and we are eager to start this new 
endeavour together with the Falic Group».

Fendi Casa 
Grand Opening, 
Mexico City
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StoreFENDI Casa



Press Reviews
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Maxalto

 With her long-standing experience in the design 
and retail sector, Italia Casalino will be responsible for 
defining, developing and implementing strategies and 
fostering the growth and desirability internationally 
of Maxalto, B&B Italia Group’s high-end modern 
classic furniture brand.

“I am honoured to join the B&B Italia Group and to be 
tasked with promoting Maxalto, a brand representing 
Italian design excellence and forming part of a sound, 

viable enterprise with significant growth prospects”

said Italia Casalino, General Manager of Maxalto.

Italia Casalino is 
appointed General 
Manager of Maxalto
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B&B Italia

Madame Figaro, 
Cina



Press Reviews
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B&B Italia

Wallpaper.com
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Louis Poulsen

Wallpaper.com



by Lassen & MENU´s newly launched Jäger Lounge Table featured in Denmark´s financial newspaper 'Børsen'. 
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Press ReviewsMenu, by Lassen

Børsen, Denmark



MENU´s Eave Modular Sofa and Marble Plinths on the cover of 'Interiør Magasinet', Norway. 
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Press ReviewsMenu, by Lassen

Interiør Magasinet, 
Norway



Azucena
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Catalogue

Discover Azucena

Discover Azucena, 
that interprets classic Italian 

Design since 1947

https://www.azucena.it/it/


Design Holding
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Catalogue

Follow Design 
Holding on 
LinkedIn

 We invite you to discover our 
page on LinkedIn, a way to stay 
updated on the latest news on 
our various projects and on the 
activities of our beautiful brands.
We encourage you to follow 
and promote the Design Holding 
LinkedIn page. 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/design-holding-spa/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/design-holding-spa/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/design-holding-spa/



